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1. Introduction
In Qur’anic studies, the expression (MuĄkam) is the antonym of
(MutashĀbih). The controversy, however, among Qur’anic exegetes is
about the meaning of MutashĀbih and the mode of reading or rather
the linguistic analysis of Q3:7 and whether Qur’an scholars share with
God the knowledge of unravelling the meanings of MutashĀbih. The
other interesting matter related to MutashĀbih is concerned with the
translation of this expression as ‘ambiguous’ while our discussion
below illustrates that this word has other meanings and functions. The
third matter related to the notion of MutashĀbih is the claim made by
Orientalists such as Leah Kinberg (2001) that ‘the other verses Q11:1
and Q39:23 contradict Q3:7’ (ibid:70). The fourth problem is the
theological implications posed by Q7:28, Q18:29, and Q76:30,
whether they are MuĄkam or MutashĀbih, the correlation between
the MutashĀbih and dissention, and the subsequent controversial issue
of free will as opposed to predestination which has been projected
through the opposition between Muctazili and mainstream exegetes.
In his account of the origins and development of Qur’anic exegesis,
Fred Leemhuis (1988:16) refers to the claim made by some
Orientalists such as Goldziher with regards to the opposition to
certain kinds of tafsąr towards the end of the 1st/7th century by
companions such as cUmar b. al-KhaććĀb. Leemhuis refers to the story
of Ďabągh Ibn cIsl who was punished by cUmar b. al-KhaććĀb because
Ďabągh raised questions about MutashĀbihĀt. Thus, Ďabągh was to be
considered as belonging to: ﴾ ~ } | { z y x w v u﴿ (fa
amma alladhąna fą qulĈbihim zaighun fayattabicĈna mĀ tashĀbaha
minhu ibtighĀ’a al-fitnati – Those in whose hearts is swerving, they
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follow the ambiguous part desiring dissension.) (ibid:18) Thus, cUmar
suspected him to be a Kharijite based on the Ąadąth: (qad
Ąadhdharakum AllĀhu fa’idhĀ ra’aitumuhĈm faĄdharĈhum – God has
warned you. If you see them, be on your guard.)
The present discussion of the distinction between MuĄkam and
MutashĀbih statements aims to provide a comparative contrastive
account of various exegetes who represent different schools of thought
and diverse dogmatic and jurisprudential orientation.
2. Samples of MuĄkam and MutashĀbih Statements
We encounter numerous examples of both MuĄkam and
MutashĀbih Āyahs in the Qur’Ān.
Examples of MuĄkamĀt are like:

﴾Ô Ó .. ©¨ § ¦ ¥ ¤ £ ¢﴿

Say: ‘Come, I will recite what your Lord has prohibited to you… that
you may become mindful’, Q6:151-153,

﴾ n m l k j i h g﴿

Your Lord has decreed that you not worship except Him, and to
parents, good treatment, Q17:23,

﴾w v u﴿

We made the sperm-drop into a clinging clot, Q23:14),
﴾srqpon﴿

We made from water every living thing, Q21:30),
﴾© ¨ § ¦ ¥ ¤ £ ¢¡ ﴿

He sent down from the sky rain and brought forth thereby fruits as
provision for you, Q2:22
Among the MutashĀbih staterments are:

﴾Å Ä Ã Â Á﴿ – They ask you (O MuĄammad) about the

Hour: when is its arrival?, Q7:187),
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(﴾| { z y﴿ – The Most Merciful who is above the Throne
established, Q20:5),
(﴾j i h g f ﴿ – Everything will be destroyed except His
face, Q28:88),
(﴾J I H G ﴿ – The hand of God is over their hands, Q48:10),

(﴾× Ö Õ Ô﴿ – He is the subjugator over His servants,
Q6:18),
(﴾¼ »﴿ – Your Lord has come, Q89:22),

(﴾w v u﴿ – God has become angry with them, Q48:6),

(﴾â á à﴿ – God is pleased with them, Q98:8),

(﴾e d c﴿ – Follow me so God will love you, Q3:31),

(﴾v u .. i h g .. ` _ ~﴿ – In an elevated garden, ... Within
it is a flowing spring ... And carpets spread around, Q88:10-16).
3. Linguistic Meanings of the Expressions
Semantically, the word (MuĄkam) is a passive participle (ism mafcĈl)
from the word (uĄkim) and derived from the verb (Ąakama – to
differentiate between the truth and falsehood). It is also semantically
related to (al-Ąikmah – wisdom) and to the nominalised noun (iĄkĀm
– excellence, perfection) and thus (MuĄkam – the excellent, the
perfected expressions or statements.) The expression (MuĄkam) also
designates the meaning of ‘being fortified by their clarity (bayĀn) and
detail (tafĆąl). Therefore, the meaning represented by Q11:1
(﴾h g f ﴿ kitĀbun uĄkimat ayatuhu) is ‘a Book whose
statements are all perfected’. For al-BaiăĀwą (1999, 1:149), however,
the expression (uĄkimat) in Q11:1 means ‘Ąufiĉat min fasĀd al-macnĀ
wa rakĀkat al-lafĉ – It has been protected from semantic corruption
and weakness of lexical expressions.’ The MuĄkamĀt are also
described as (umm al-kitĀb – the mother of the Book; the foundation
for Islamic legal rulings). The reason why we find the singular noun
form (umm – mother) rather than the plural (ummahĀt – mothers) is
further evidence to the meaning ‘the MuĄkam Āyahs enjoy the same
status and function like a single Āyah.’ Thus, each Āyah functions as
49
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umm al-kitĀb.
However, the expression (MutashĀbih) is also a passive participle
and derived from the verb (yashbah – to look alike, be similar). It is
also semantically related to the nominalised noun (tashĀbuh –
similarity between two entities in terms of both being perfect in value,
quality, and meaning.) Therefore, the meaning represented by
Q39:23 (﴾^ ] \ ﴿ kitĀban MutashĀbihan mathĀniya) is ‘a book
whose statements are all identical in value, logically interrelated to
each other, and verifying each other.’ (MujĀhid 2005:36), al-Qurćubi
1997, 4:14), al-QaććĀn 1990:19-20). For modern philosophical and
mystical exegetes like the Turkish scholar Elmali’li MuĄammad
Čamdi Yaząr, the (MutashĀbih) is described as (al-maclĄm al-majhĈl –
the unknowable that is knowable) by which he means that there are
many ways through which one can comprehend the meanings of
MutashĀbihĀt (Albayrak 2003:23).
In order to unravel the exegetical meaning of the expression
MuĄkamĀt, exegetes (al-RĀzi 1990, 7:150, Ibn cĊshĈr (n.d.) 3:154) have
resorted to analyse its underlying nuances through other related
expressions such as the word (umm – ‘mother’) in (ponm﴿
﴾q – ĀyĀtun MuĄkamĀtun hunna umm al-kitĀb – They are Āyahs
that are precise and are the foundation of the Book, Q3:7). For them,
the expression (umm) means (al-aĆl alladhą minhu yakĈn al-shai’ - the
origin from which something else develops), i.e., everything else
belongs to and branches off from the origin. It is like the mother and
her children where the mother is the umbrella under which the
children take shelter. Rhetorically, therefore, the word (umm) is
employed as (tashbąh balągh - effective simile) meaning (hunna
ka’ummin lil-kitĀb – they (i.e., the MuĄkamĀt) are like the mother to
the Book). Thus, we encounter expressions like (umm al-Qur’Ān – the
mother of the Qur’Ān, i.e., sĈrat al-fĀtiĄah), (umm al-qurĀ – the mother
of cities, i.e., Makkah), (umm al-ra’s wahiya al-dimĀgh – the brain is the
mother of the head), and (al-rĀyah hiya al-umm – the flag is the
mother, i.e., all the army stand underneath it as an umbrella). Based on
this semantic analysis of (umm), the MuĄkamĀt are well-understood as
they are, and that the MutashĀbihĀt can be well-understood only
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through the MuĄkamĀt. Therefore, the MuĄkamĀt are likened to the
‘umm – mother, origin’ for the MutashĀbihĀt. In other words, the
MuĄkamĀt act as demisting devices for the MutashĀbihĀt.
Linguistically, however, the word (umm) in Q3:7 occurs in the
singular form. The reason for not occurring in the expected plural
form (ummahĀt) is attributed to the fact that all the MuĄkamĀt Āyahs
account for one single category and they are aĆl al-kitĀb (the source of
the Qur’Ān) (al-ďabari 2005, 3:171). This is supported by ( g f e﴿
﴾i h – wajacalnĀ ibna maryama waummuhĈ Āyah - , Q23:50)
where the word (Āyah – a sign) is employed in the singular form rather
than the expected dual form (Āyatain – two signs) (al-ďabari 2005,
3:171, al-RĀzi 1990, 7:150, Abu ČaiyĀn 2001, 2:398). It is also
worthwhile to note that linguistically, the original form of the word
(umm) is (ummaha). For this reason, the plural form of (umm) is
(ummahĀt) but we may also encounter the plural form (umĀt).
Kinberg (2001:72) brings to our attention the three categories of
MutashĀbih put forward by FairĈzĀbĀdi in his BaĆĀ’ir: (i) those that
cannot be understood, (ii) those that can be examined and understood
by anyone, and (iii) those that only (al-rĀsikhĈna fi al-cilm - those firm
in knowledge) can comprehend.
4. Dogmatic Cleavages Among Exegetes
The MutashĀbih represents one of the most controversial notions in
Qur’anic exegesis and has received divergent semantic interpretations
by different exegetes. According to Q3:7, the Qur’Ān is divided into
two sets of discourse: (i) MuĄkam, and (ii) MutashĀbih. This Āyah
marks the beginning of the development of Qur’anic exegetical
methodology.
The Qur’Ān, however, refers to its discourse as of four distinct
categories:
(i) all Qur’anic discourse is MuĄkam, as in ( E D C BA﴿
﴾F – alif lĀm rĀ’ tilka ĀyĀtu al-kitĀbi al-Ąakąm – Alif, LĀm,
RĀ’. These are the Āyahs of the wise Book, Q10:1) and ( ed﴿
﴾h g f – alif lĀm rĀ’ kitĀbun uĄkimat ĀyĀtuhu - Alif,
LĀm, RĀ’. This is a Book whose Āyahs are perfected, Q11:1),
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(ii) all Qur’anic discourse is MutashĀbih, as in (﴾^ ] \ ﴿
kitĀban MutashĀbihan mathĀni – A consistent Book wherein
is reiteration, Q39:23),
(iii) some of Qur’anic discourse is MuĄkam, as in ( i h g﴿
﴾n m l k j – Your Lord has decreed that you
not worship except Him, and to parents, good treatment,
Q17:23), and
(iv) some of Qur’anic discourse is MutashĀbih, as in ( Â Á﴿
﴾Å Ä Ã – They ask you (O MuĄammad) about the
Hour: when is its arrival?, Q7:187).
The controversy about the notions of MuĄkam and MutashĀbih marks
the distinction between mainstream, i.e., traditional, exegesis (al-tafsąr
bil-ma’thĈr) and non-mainstream, i.e., personal opinion, exegesis (altafsąr bil-ra’i). For non-mainstream Muctazili exegetes, like alZamakhshari, some Āyahs like (﴾l k j i h g﴿ – Whoever
wills, let him believe, and whoever wills, let him disbelieve, Q18:29) is
a MuĄkam but (﴾Ç Æ Å Ä Ã Â Á À﴿ – You do not will except
that God wills, Lord of the worlds, Q81:29) is a MutashĀbih. However,
for Sunni mainstream exegetes, Q18:29 is a MutashĀbih while Q81:29
is a MuĄkam. Since the IbĀăi theologians do not recognise the seeing
of God (ru’yat AllĀh) in the hereafter, their exegetes like al-Wahbi
(1994, 4:13) classify Q6:103 (﴾W V U﴿ – Vision does not
perceive Him) as MuĄkam and Q75:22 (﴾ O N M ﴿ – Looking at their
Lord) as MutashĀbih.
The notions of MuĄkam and MutashĀbih have also become the
battleground for Sunni and non-Sunni exegetes whose commentaries
on these notions have been, at times, polemic. For instance, Ibn
Kathąr (1993, 1:327) mentions the Ąadąth (qad Ąadhdharakum AllĀhu
fa’idhĀ ra’aitumuhĈm faĄdharĈhum - God has warned you. If you see
them, be on your guard) and makes an intertextual link with a section
of Q3:7 and then narrates from ImĀm AĄmad that the meaning of
(fa’ammĀ alladhąna fą qulĈbihim zaighun fayattabicĈna mĀ tashĀbaha
minhu – As for those in whose hearts is deviation from truth, they will
follow that of it which is unspecific, Q3:7) refers to the Kharijites (alKhawĀrij). To substantiate their exegetical points of view, mainstream
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exegetes have relied heavily on exegetical Ąadąths. Ibn Kathir (ibid.,
1:328) also mentions a Ąadąth (inna al-qur’Āna lam yanzil
liyukadhdhiba bacăahĈ bacăan famĀ cariftum minhu facmalĈ bihą
wamĀ tashĀbaha minhu fa’ĀminĈ bihą – The Qur’Ān was not revealed
to contradict itself. Act upon whatever you have learned from it and
believe in whatever is unclear to you). McAuliffe (1988:61) claims that
‘there is strong reliance on exegetical Ąadąth material by Ibn Kathąr
and al-ďabari which is a hallmark of their tafsąr bil-ma’thĈr
(mainstream exegesis)’ as opposed to tafsąr bil-ra’i (personal opinion,
non-mainstream, exegesis). This polemic exegesis also applies to alČasan al-BaĆri (1992, 1:202), QatĀdah, al-Qurćubi (1997, 4:13, 16),
and al-QinnĈji (1995, 2:180, 184). In a similar vein, al-RĀzi (1990,
7:154) argues that the pause at the word (al-cilmi – knowledge) is
‘counter to Arabic eloquence.’ For al-QaĆĆĀb (2003, 1:199), the Āyahs
7 and 8 of Q3 constitute conclusive evidence against Muctizilism. He
(ibid) argues that ‘the word (zaigh – deviation from the truth) proves
that the category of people known as ﴾Å Ä Ã ﴿ (al-rĀsikhĈna fą
al-cilm – those firmly established in knowledge) are not those who
﴾¢ ¡  ~ } | { z y x w v ﴿ (fą qulĈbihim zaighun
fayattabicĈna mĀ tashĀbaha minhu ibtighĀ’a al-fitnati wabtigha’a
ta’wąlihą – Those in whose hearts is deviation from the truth and they
will follow that of it which is unspecific, seeking discord and seeking
an interpretation suitable to them). Thus, God consoles for not
allowing them share His exclusive knowledge of the interpretation of
the MutashĀbih’. However, the Shąci exegete al-ďabĀćabĀ’i (1961, 3:27)
and the Shąci scholar Mir Ali (2005:253) argue that ﴾Å Ä Ã ﴿ (alrĀsikhĈna fą al-cilm) means (ahl al-bait – cAli, his family and
grandchildren). In his counter-argument, the IbĀăi exegete alďafaiyish (1994, 2:9) argues that exegetes who apply the literal
meaning to (yadu AllĀhi – God’s hand, Q48:10), (istawĀ – God’s
establishment above the Throne, Q20:5), and the attributes of God as
‘fisq – an act of sin’ and ‘shirk – polytheism’. Also, the Shąci exegete alďabarsi (1997, 2:186) objects to the Sunni meanings given to Āyahs
like Q48:10 and Q20:5 and claims ‘lĀ yajĈzu calaihi subĄĀnahĈ – We
cannot attribute this to the al-Mighty.’ However, for the Muctazili,
IbĀăi and Shąci, and Sufi exegetes, the Āyahs (﴾ O N M﴿ – Looking at
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their Lord, Q75:23), (﴾J I H G﴿ – The hand of God is over their
hands, Q48:10), and (﴾b a ` _﴿ – He then established Himself
above the throne, Q7:54) are MuĄkam while for Sunni exegetes they
are MutashĀbih Āyahs (al-ďafaiyish 1994, 2:8, al-ďabĀćabĀ’i (1961,
3:37, al-ďabarsi 1997, 2:186). For the IbĀăis, the MuĄkam Āyahs
include the semantically clear ones (wĀăiĄat al-dalĀlah) even though
they may be abrogated (walaw iĄtamalt al-naskh) (al-ďafaiyish 1994,
2:8). In his JawĀhir al-Tafsąr, the IbĀăi shaik AĄmad al-Khaląli
(2004:75) is polemical of the Sunni scholars and describes them with
pejorative expressions such as Ąashwiyyah (believers in unworthy
matters) and mujassimah (corporealists) and that they are not fit to be
called ‘salafi’ scholars (followers of the companions and the successors)
because, in his view, Sunni scholars (yaĄmilĈna al-ĀyĀt alMutashĀbihĀt calĀ ĉawĀhir macĀnąhĀ – They believe in the exoteric
meanings of the MutashĀbih Āyahs). In the view of al-Khaląlą, esoteric
meaning ‘is the source of disbelief’ (ibid:76).
The exegetical distinction between the MuĄkam and MutashĀbih
has also been dogmatic and directly linked to belief (caqądah). In
order to lend support to their theological stance, Muctazili exegetes,
such as al-Zamakhshari (1995, 1:332), for instance, claim that since
the MuĄkam Āyahs are the foundation of the Qur’Ān, the MutashĀbih
should be based on them. Therefore, for him, the Āyah ( V U﴿
﴾W – Vision perceives Him not, Q6:103) is a MuĄkam on which
the Āyah (﴾ O N M﴿ – Looking at their Lord, Q75:23) should be based
on and should be classified as a MutashĀbih. Similarly, the Āyahs ( ª﴿
﴾¬ « – God does not order immorality, Q7:28) and ( i h g﴿
﴾l k j – Whoever wills, let him believe, and whoever wills, let
him disbelieve, Q18:29) are MuĄkam on which the Āyahs (﴾Ç Æ﴿ –
We commanded its affluent, Q17:16) and (﴾m l k j i h﴿ –
You do not will except that God wills, Q76:30) should be based on
respectively and that both Q17:16 and Q76:30 should be classified as
MutashĀbih. Thus, taking Q6:103 as a MuĄkam, the Muctazilites have
managed to substantiate their argument that ‘the seeing of God will
not take place’. In a similar vein, considering Q7:28 and Q18:29 as
MuĄkam, the Muctazili view of free will and that ‘God is not
responsible for our good or bad deeds’ are also put forward as a
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counter-argument against mainstream Sunni exegetes who argue that
Q7:28 and Q18:29 are MutashĀbih and Q17:16 and Q76:30 as
MuĄkam. Such an interpretation of Q7:28 has political implications.
As the KawĀrij and the Muctazilites are exponents of free will, for
them, the Umayyads and their officials are responsible for their
misdemeanors and sins (Watt 1962:31). The KhawĀrij in particular
call for revolt against the ruler who does not apply the Sunnah in his
administration (al-ShahrastĀni 1986, 1:115). However, this Muctazili
approach has been opposed by traditional Sunni exegetes who
distinguish between Q6:103 (﴾W V U﴿ – Vision perceives Him
not) and Q75:23 (﴾ O N M ﴿ - Looking at their Lord) on linguistic
grounds by providing a semantic distinction between the verbs
(adraka) and (ra’Ā). The verb (adraka) refers to the present life and
that no one can ‘see’ God, a believer or a non-believer, in this life but
only the believers will be able to see Him in the hereafter. Also, the
(al-abĆĀru - vision) occurs in the plural and definite form to signify
that a specific category of people, i.e., exclusively the believers, will be
able to see Him in the hereafter and not all mankind. In other words,
Q6:103 designates the semantically-oriented rhetorical function of
partial negation (salb cumĈm) and not general negation (cumĈm alsalb). Semantically, the verb (adraka) occurs in (﴾HGFED﴿-,
Q26:61) and (﴾[ Z Y X﴿ - , Q10:90) meaning (to reach or get
close to something), and has also the meaning of (to get ripe –
yanăuj). Thus, the act of (idrĀk) signifies ‘reaching something or
getting very close to it’. Thus, if the thing we want to see has a
beginning, an end, and sides, and ‘vision has reached it from all its
sides as well as its beginning and end’ i.e. (adrakahĈ al-baĆar), then we
have achieved the full act of (idrĀk). However, if we cannot see some
of the thing we are looking at such as one of its sides or its beginning
or end, then this is called partial (idrĀk) and thus, the (ru’yĀ) cannot
be called (idrĀk). Therefore, we have got two kinds of (idrĀk): (i)
complete seeing of something with all its sides, beginning and end
(ru’yah min ghair iĄĀćah), and (ii) partial seeing of something (ru’yah
lĀ maca al-iĄĀćah). Therefore, Q6:103 signifies the first meaning:
(ru’yah maca al-iĄĀćah - complete seeing of something with all its
sides, beginning and end). Thus, the negation of the act of (idrĀk)
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here signifies the negation of ‘one’ kind of ‘seeing’ and not both (alRĀzi 1990, 13:104)
5. The Controversial Conjunct (wĀw)
The controversy over what constitutes a MuĄkam or a MutashĀbih
begins in Q3:7 which has the connector (wĀw) which lends itself to two
distinct grammatical analyses that lead to different theological
implications whose impact is felt in belief (caqądah). There are two
grammatically-based different modes of reading to Q3:7 which are:
(1) The mode of reading where pause is at the word (AllĀhu – God).
This mode of reading is supported by cĊ’ishah and major Companion
exegetes such as Ibn cAbbĀs of the Makkah school of exegesis, Ubai b.
Kacb of the Madąnah school of exegesis, and Ibn MascĈd of the KĈfah
school of exegesis. This mode of reading suggests that the sentence
ends with the word (AllĀhu) and a new sentence begins with the
expression (al-rĀsikhĈna fą al-cilm – the firmly grounded in
knowledge). Thus, the (wa – and) is grammatically a resumptive
pronoun (adĀt isti’nĀf), i.e., a resumption connector (wĀw al-isti’nĀf).
Grammatically, therefore, the noun (al-rĀsikhĈn) occurs in the
nominative case due to the fact that it is an inchoative (mubtada’)
whose predicate (khabar) is the verb (yaqĈlĈn – they say). Therefore,
the particle (wa) is (wĀw al-isti’nĀf). According to this grammatical
analysis, ‘the firmly grounded in knowledge’ do not share the
knowledge of the meanings of the MutashĀbihĀt with God, i.e.,
knowing the meanings of the MutashĀbihĀt is exclusive to God. To
achieve this mode of reading, there should be a pause after the noun
(AllĀhu). Phonetically, therefore, the segment within Q3:7 (wamĀ
yaclamu ta’wąlahĈ illĀ AllĀhu wal-rĀsikhĈna fi al-cilmi yaqĈlĈna
amannĀ bihi kullun min cindi rabbinĀ – No one knows its true
interpretation except God. But those firm in knowledge say: ‘We
believe in it. All of it is from our Lord’) should be divided into two
semantically oriented units:
(i) (wamĀ yaclamu ta’wąlahĈ illĀ AllĀhu - No one knows its true
interpretation except God), and
(ii) (wal-rĀsikhĈna fi al-cilmi yaqĈlĈna amannĀ bihi kullun min
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c

indi rabbinĀ - But those firm in knowledge say: ‘We believe
in it. All of it is from our Lord’).

This grammatically-based exegesis is based on the view expressed
by (﴾S R Q﴿ - There is nothing like unto Him, Q42:11). It is
not surprising, therefore, to find different codices for this segment of
Q3:7 in particular in order to substantiate this meaning. For instance,
Ibn cAbbĀs and Ubai b. Kacb lend their support to this exegetical view.
Thus, their codices include additional exegetical words to achieve
their end. According to their codices, we find (wamĀ yaclamu ta’wąlahĈ
illĀ AllĀhu wa {yaqĈlu} al-rĀsikhĈna fą al-cilmi ĀmannĀ bihą - No one
knows its true interpretation except God. But those firm in knowledge
say: ‘We believe in it’) where they add the word (yaqĈlu – to say)
before the word (al-rĀsikhĈna); thus, the conjunct (wa) has the
grammatical function of resumption (Ibn Abi DĀwĈd 1/334, al-ČĀkim
2/289, al-FarrĀ’ 1/191). Ibn MascĈd’s codex, however, has gone further
with exegetical notes but with a similar meaning where we find (wa {in
Ąaqiqat ta’wąlahĈ} illĀ {cinda} AllĀhi wal-rĀsikhĈna fą al-cilmi yaqĈlĈna
ĀmannĀ bihą – However, its interpretation is known only to God, and
those firm in knowledge say: ‘We believe in it’) where the words (mĀ
yaclamu – no one knows its meaning) are dropped and the particle
(in) is introduced as well as the word (cinda) (al-FarrĀ’ 1/191, al-ďabari
3/184); thus, the conjunct (wa) has the grammatical function of
resumption. This mode of reading is also supported by other exegetes
and linguists like al-Časan al-BaĆri, MĀlik b. Anas, al-KisĀ’i, al-FarrĀ’,
MuqĀtil, al-RĀzi, Abu ČaiyĀn, al-Qurćubi, Ibn cAćiyyah. Some Muctazili
scholars like Abu cAli al-JubbĀ’ą and the Shąci exegete al-ďabĀćabĀ’i
have also supported this mode of reading.
(2) The mode of reading where pause is at the word (al-cilm –
knowledge). This mode of reading is supported by MujĀhid who was
Ibn cAbĀs’s student. Exegetes have expressed divergent views with
regards to the grammatical analysis of the expression (al-rĀsikhĈn –
those firmly grounded in knowledge). For some exegetes, (alrĀsikhĈn) is a subject noun phrase with the nominative case (marfĈc)
because it is co-ordinated to (macćĈf calĀ) the first noun (AllĀhu). In
other words, the conjunctive particle (wa – and) has the grammatical
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function of coordination (wĀw al-caćf) and thus plays a semantic role
and makes the two conjoined nouns (AllĀhu) and (al-rĀsikhĈna) of
equal importance in terms of knowledge. According to this exegetical
grammatical analysis, the noun (al-rĀsikhĈna) is given the equal
weighting to God in terms of knowledge of the meanings of
MutashĀbihĀt. To achieve this mode of reading, there should be no
pause after the first noun (AllĀhu). This mode of reading is supported
by Muctazili exegetes like al-Zamakhshari (1995, 1:332), Shąci exegetes
like al-ďabarsi (1997, 2:187), IbĀăi exegetes like al-ďafayish (1994,
2:10), and Sufi exegetes like al-ĊlĈsi (2001, 2:81) al-Časani (2002,
1:290) and al-Salami (2001, 1:87). However, al-RĀzi (1990, 7:154), a
Sunni Ashcari exegete, argues that this mode of reading is ‘counter to
Arabic eloquence’ and that the phrase (kullun min cindi RabbinĀ - All
of it is from our Lord) supports the first mode of reading above and
its subsequent meaning. For al-RĀzi (ibid), the phrase (kullun min
c
indi RabbinĀ) means that ‘al-rĀsikhĈna believe in what they know
about the Qur’Ān and in what they do not know about it.’ However,
some mainstream exegetes like al-NaĄĄĀs (2001, 1:144) and Ibn
c
ĊshĈr (n.d., 3:164) have also expressed their support for the second
mode of reading which considers the particle (wa) as (wĀw al-caćf).
However, for the philosophical and Sufi exegete, Yaząr, the particle
(wĀw – and) in Q3:7) constitutes a grammatical MutashĀbih. To this
end, he argues that Q3:7 can have two different but interrelated and
theologically valid interpretations: (i) wamĀ yaclamu ta’wąla kullihą illĀ
AllĀhu – No one knows its (the Qur’Ān’s) comprehensive meaning
except God, and (ii) wamĀ yaclamu ta’wąla kullihą illĀ AllĀhu wa alrĀsikhĈna fą al-cilm – No one knows its (the Qur’Ān’s) comprehensive
meaning except God and those who are firmly rooted in knowledge
(Abayrak, 2003:28).
5. Exegetical Views on MuĄkam and MutashĀbih
Qur’Ān exegetes have dealt with the notions of MuĄkam and
MutashĀbih with varying degrees of interest and detail. Their
exegetical views can be listed in the following points which aim to
ascertain which Qur’anic elements the MuĄkam and MutashĀbih can
be ascribed to. The following details are based on mainstream
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exegetes who adopt traditional exegesis (al-tafsąr bil-ma’thĈr) and
non-mainstream exegetes who adopt personal opinion (hypothetical)
exegesis (al-tafsąr bil-ra’i). It has been argued:
(i) That all the Qur’Ān is MutashĀbih. This is based on Q39:23 Y X ﴿
﴾^ ] \ [ Z – AllĀhu nazzala aĄsana al-Ąadąthi kitĀban
MutashĀbihan mathĀni – God has sent down the best statement: a
consistent Book wherein is reiteration, Q39:23) which signifies that all
the Āyahs, throughout the Qur’Ān, are identical to each other in terms
of:
(a) theological significance,
(b) eloquence,
(c) rhetorical value,
(d) linguistic and stylistic elevation,
(e) inimitability, and
(f) spiritual therapy.
(ii) That all the Qur’Ān is MuĄkam. This is based on Q11:1 ( g f ﴿
﴾j i h – kitĀbun uĄkimat ĀyĀtuhu thumma fuĆĆilat – This is a
Book whose Āyahs are perfected then detailed, Q11:1) which signifies
that all the Āyahs are:
(a) inimitable,
(b) intertextually related, i.e., the Qur’Ān interprets
itself,
(c) do not contradict each other, and
(d) characterised by clarity and detail.
(iii) That the Qur’Ān is a blend of both MuĄkam and MutashĀbih.
This is supported by Q3:7 (﴾s r q p o n m l﴿ – minhu
ĀyĀtun MuĄkamĀtun hunna ummu al-kitĀbi wa’ukharu MutashĀbihĀt
– in it are Āyahs that are precise, they are the foundation of the Book,
and others unspecific, Q3:7). This is the Āyah from which the
controversy over the MuĄkam and MutashĀbih has stemmed.
(iv) That the meaning of the MuĄkam is known to both God and
Qur’Ān scholars while the knowledge of the meanings of MutashĀbih
is exclusive to God. In other words, the MutashĀbih is what is
ambiguous to the exegete while the MuĄkam is what is clear and self59
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explanatory.
(v) That the MutashĀbih represents theological matters whose meanings
are exclusive to AllĀh. This includes the following notions:
(a) knowledge of the final hour (qiyĀm al-sĀcah),
(b) the coming down of Jesus (nuzĈl cčsĀ),
(c) the coming out of the Cheat, i.e., the Charlatan (khurĈj
al-dajjĀl),
(d) the coming out of Gog and Magog,
(e) names and attributes of God (asmĀ’ waĆifĀt AllĀh),
(f) theologically-sensitive Āyahs that involve expressions
such as the seeing of AllĀh, the rivers in paradise, and the
size, taste, and form of fruits in paradise,
(g) unconnected letters at the beginning of some sĈrahs
(al-aĄruf al-muqaććacah or al-muqaććacĀt). This exegetical
view is based on Q3:7 (﴾¨ § ¦ ¥ ¤﴿ – No one knows
its true interpretation except God, Q3:7). The MuĄkam,
however, is what is known to exegetes either through their
exoteric meaning or through personal hypothetical
opinion.
(h) the rising of the sun from the west (ćulĈc al-shams min
maghribihĀ), and
(i) the seeing of God on the day of judgement (ru’yat
AllĀh).
(vi) That the MutashĀbih is whatever that involves more than one
meaning, while the MuĄkam is whatever that has one meaning only.
(vii) That the MutashĀbih is semantically non-autonomous, i.e., whose
meaning is dependant upon other Āyahs for further elaboration, as in
(﴾S R Q P O N﴿ – Indeed, God does not wrong the people at
all, Q10:44) which is explained by (﴾k j i h﴿ – Indeed, God
does not do injustice even as much as an atom, Q4:40). The MuĄkam,
however, enjoys semantic autonomy and clarity and does not require
reference to other Āyahs.
(viii) That, on the textual level, the MutashĀbih includes:
(a) the repeated stories of the Prophets,
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(b) stories of past nations, and
(c) similitudes (al-amthĀl),
(d) Islamic legal rulings that have different jurisprudential
meanings, such as the Āyah pertaining the pregnant
woman whose husband has died recently, whether the ayah
related to the will (al-waĆiyyah) for the inheritors is
abrogated or not, and the Āyah related to marrying the
wife’s sister when the first wife dies,
(e) semantically ambiguous expressions like (lĀzib - sticky,
Q37:11) and (yanzifĈn – to be intoxicated, Q37:47),
(f) Āyahs which involve the hysteron and proteron (altaqdąm wal-ta’khąr) which lead to structural ambiguity, as
in Q18:1-2) where the word (qaiyiman - straightforward)
occurs at the beginning of the second ayah while we expect
it to occur within the first ayah after the word (al-kitĀb –
the Book) because it is the modifier of the word (al-kitĀb).
The same applies to Q7:188 and Q10:49,
(g) Āyahs which require special syntactic chucking, i.e.,
pausing (al-waqf), at a given word, as in Q3:7. However, for
the Shąci exegete, al-ďabĀćabĀ’i (1961, 3:19), Q3:7 is
undoubtedly a MuĄkam (MuĄkamah bilĀ shakk),
(h) Āyahs where the meaning can only be fully understood
through intertextual reference to other Āyahs, as in Q25:27
which is explained by other Āyahs in Q2:167, Q6:31,
Q10:54, and Q34:33,
(i) Āyahs which involve ellipsis (al-Ąadhf) as in Q21:52-53,
Q26:70-74,
(j) sĈrah-initial unconnected letters (al-muqaććacĀt),
(k) synonymous expressions that have different shades of
meaning like (Ąasrah - regret, Q6:31 and nadĀmah remorse, Q34:33), (abaqa – to run away, Q37:140, farra escape, Q74:51, nĀĆĆ – to escape, Q38:3, and haraba – to
escape, Q72:12), and (ajr - reward, Q28:25, thawĀb – to
reward, Q48:18, and jazĀ’ – recompense, Q9:26),
(l) polysemous expressions (al-ashbĀh wa l-naĉĀ’ir) that
have identical orthographic forms but designate distinct
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meanings when they occur in different contexts like (alĄasanah) which means: (i) victory, booty (Q3:120), (ii)
monotheism (Q27:89), (iii) abundance in rain (Q7:131),
(iv) consequence (Q13:6), (v) forgiveness (Q28:54), (vi)
paradise (Q10:26). Similarly, the expression (al-hudĀ) has
19 different contextual meanings, and (m) expressions
whose meanings are different from their meanings in the
hereafter such as (anhĀr – rivers), (fawĀkih – fruits), (khamr
– wine).
(ix) That, on the textual level, the MutashĀbih includes stories of past
nations. This involves the following features:
(1) expressions that have different shades of meaning when
they occur in different stories like (radda – to bring back,
Q18:36) and (rajaca – to return, Q41:50),
(2) when the same story is narrated elsewhere in the
Qur’Ān with a different style and word order like Q21:5253 and Q26:70-74 where in both stories Abraham is talking
to his father, and also in Q2:35 and Q7:19 where AllĀh is
talking to Adam and Eve, and
(3) expressions that have similar shades of meaning when
they occur in different places but belong to the same story,
as in (infajarat – to gush forth, Q2:60) and (inbajast – to
gush forth, Q7:160).
(x) That the MutashĀbih includes the abrogated Āyahs (al-mansĈkh),
while the MuĄkam includes the abrogating Āyahs (al-nĀsikh) and what
is legal or illegal (al-ĄalĀl wal-ĄarĀm).
(xi) That the MutashĀbih includes the Āyahs that are linguistically and
stylistically similar but are semantically dissimilar, while the MuĄkam
Āyahs are those which do not enjoy these linguistic and stylistic
phenomena. For more details, see section 5 below.
(xii) Expressions that designate God’s attributes (ĆifĀt AllĀh) are
MuĄkam for Muctazili, Shąci, Sufi, and IbĀăi exegetes because they are
clear (wĀăih) and therefore can be provided with exegetical details. In
other words, an attribute can be given a semantic analysis. However,
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for mainstream Sunni exegetes, AllĀh’s attributes are considered as
unclear and therefore are MutashĀbih because exegetes do not know
about ‘the how’ (al-kaifiyyah) of each expression. For instance,
exegetes know the semantic details of God’s attributes such as the
attribute of (al-mają’ – coming) in (﴾¿ ¾ ½ ¼ »﴿ – And your
Lord has come and the angels, rank upon rank, Q89:22), the attribute
of (al-istiwĀ’ – establishing Himself above the throne) in ( a ` _﴿
﴾b – and then He established Himself above the Throne, Q7:54,
Q10:3, Q13:2, ﴾| { z y ﴿ – the Most Merciful who is above
the Throne established, Q20:5), and the attribute of (yadd – hand) in
(﴾J I H G﴿ – The hand of God is over their hands, Q48:10).
Thus, these attributes are MuĄkam. However, exegetes are unable to
unravel (how the coming of God will be like), (how did the istiwĀ’ take
place), and (how does the hand of God look like). Therefore, although
the Arabic lexicon can provide a semantic definition of an attribute of
God, it can be of no assistance to the exegete as to ‘how’ an attribute
actually functions or looks like.
(xiii) That the meaning of the MutashĀbih can only be derived
through hypothetical opinion (al-ra’i) while the meaning of the
MuĄkam is directly derived through a given circumstance of
revelation (asbĀb al-nuzĈl).
(xiv) That the MuĄkam, however, includes:
(a) obligatory duties (al-farĀ’iă),
(b) reward and punishment (al-thawĀb wal-ciqĀb),
(c) promise and threat (al-wacd wal-wacąd),
(d) the allowed and prohibited matters (al-ĄalĀl wal-ĄarĀm),
(e) command and rebuke (al-amr wal-zajr),
(f) exhortation and admonition (al-mawĀʿiĉ wal-cibar),
(g) the abrogating (al-nĀsikh),
(h) that which has one meaning,
(i) that which refers to monotheism, and
(j) that which includes detailed ayahs which soundly establish
faith (al-ąmĀn) and belief (al-caqądah).
(xv) That the MutashĀbih, for modern philosophical and mystical
scholars like Yaząr, is something that can be comprehended and
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interpreted although it is semantically or theologically mysterious to
others. He, therefore, assigns the MutashĀbih the label (al-maclĈm almajhĈl – the unknowable knowable) (Albayrak 2003:23). Although
Yaząr argues that the MutashĀbih can only be interpreted in the light
of the MuĄkam, he introduces an intertextual link between Q3:6 and
Q3:7. This link is based on the attributes of God in Q3:6 (al-caząz alĄakąm – the All-Mighty and the All-Wise). Through this intertextual
link, Yaząr (ibid) achieves his mystical goal by highlighting the notion
of ‘wisdom – Ąikmah’ which he argues is linguistically related to
MuĄkam. Thus, for him, one can penetrate the mysterious theological
world of the MutashĀbihĀt through the door of the MuĄkamat. For
this reason, (﴾Å Ä Ã﴿ – people who are firmly rooted in
knowledge), Yaząr claims, can have access to the meanings of the
MutashĀbihĀt (ibid:22).
(xv) That what is a MutashĀbih for some exegetes is a MuĄkam for
others. For instance, Q7:28 (﴾¬ « ª﴿ – God does not order
immorality) and Q18:29 (﴾l k j i h g﴿ – Whoever wills,
let him believe, and whoever wills, let him disbelieve) are MuĄkam for
Muctazili, Shąci, IbĀăi, and Sufi exegetes but they are MutashĀbih for
mainstream Sunni exegetes. In a similar vein, Q17:16 (﴾Ç Æ﴿ –
We commanded its affluent) and Q76:30 (﴾Å Ä Ã Â Á À﴿ – You
do not will except that God wills) are MutashĀbih for Muctazili, Shąci,
IbĀăi, and Sufi exegetes, but they are MuĄkam for mainstream Sunni
exegetes.
6. Linguistic and Stylistic Features of MutashĀbih
Having considered the exegetical views on MutashĀbihĀt, we can
claim that we encounter two categories of MutashĀbihĀt in Qur’Ān
discourse. These are: (i) theological MutashĀbihĀt, and (ii) stylistic
MutashĀbihĀt. Theological MutashĀbihĀt include all the MutashĀbihĀt
that are accounted in the above discussion, such as the abrogated
ayahs, names and attributes of God, etc. Our major concern is to
introduce a new category of MutashĀbihĀt in Qur’anic studies. This
category of MutashĀbihĀt includes Āyahs that are linguistically similar
but stylistically dissimilar. These Āyahs may occur in the same sĈrah or
most likely in a different sĈrah. Although there is a subtle stylistic
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change between one Āyah and another, this stylistic shift triggers
semantic nuances. Stylistic MutashĀbihĀt include:
(1) word order change, as in: ﴾Ñ Ð Ï Î Í Ì Ë Ê﴿ (walĀ
yuqbalu minhĀ shafĀcatun walĀ yu’khadhu minhĀ cadlun – No
intercession will be accepted from it, nor compensation will be taken
from it, Q248). However, in Q2:123, we encounter a different word
order: ﴾o n m l k j i﴿ (walĀ yuqbalu minhĀ cadlun walĀ
tanfacuhĀ shafĀcatun - No compensation will be accepted from it, nor
any intercession will benefit it.) Similarly, E D C B A ﴿
﴾G F (inna alladhąna ĀmanĈ walladhąna hĀdĈ wal-naĆĀrĀ
wal-ĆĀbi’ąna . . . – Those who believed and those who were Jews or
Christians or Sabeans . . . , Q2:62) and Q5:69 which is introduced in a
different word order stylistic pattern: ® ¬ « ª © ¨﴿
﴾¯ (inna alladhąna ĀmanĈ walladhąna hĀdĈ wal-ĆĀbi’Ĉna walnaĆĀrĀ . . . – Those who believed and those who were Jews or Sabeans
or Christians.)
(2) morphological change, as in ﴾w v u t s r q﴿
(waqĀlĈ lan tamassanĀ al-nĀru illĀ aiyĀman macdĈdah – And they said:
‘Never will the fire touch us except for a few numbered days’, Q2:80)
and Q3:24 ﴾^ ] \ [ Z Y X﴿ (waqĀlĈ lan tamassanĀ al-nĀru
illĀ aiyĀman macdĈdĀt –) which introduces the word (macdudĀt – a few
numbered days) instead of (macdudah – a few numbered days).
Similarly, we encounter the stylistic MutashĀbih between } |﴿
﴾¤ £ ¢ ¡  ~ (tukhriju al-Ąaiyah min al-maiyiti watukhriju
al-maiyita min al-Ąai, Q3:27) and ﴾O N M L K J I H﴿
(yukhriju al-Ąaiyah min al-maiyiti wamukhriju al-maiyiti min al-Ąai,
Q6:95) in terms of morphological forms (tukhriju) vs. (yukhriju) and
(tukhriju) vs. (mukhriju).
(3) case ending change, as in Â Á À¿ ¾ ½ ¼ » º﴿
﴾Ä Ã (wacada AllĀhu alladhąna ĀmanĈ wacamilĈ al-ĆĀliĄĀti lahum

maghfiratun wa’ajrun caĉąmun – God has promised those who believe
and do righteous deeds that for them there is forgiveness and great
reward, Q5:9) where the words (maghfiratun wa’ajrun caĉąmun forgiveness and great reward) occur in the nominative case (al65
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marfĈc). However, its counterpart is Q48:29 w vu t s﴿
﴾| { z y x (wacada AllĀhu alladhąna ĀmanĈ wacamilĈ alĆĀliĄĀti minhum maghfiratan wa’ajran caĉąman – God has promised
those who believe and do righteous deeds among them forgiveness
and great reward) where the words (maghfiratan wa’ajran caĉąman forgiveness and great reward) occur in the accusative case (al-naĆb).
(4) singular and plural change, as in ﴾s r q p﴿ (fa’aĆbaĄĈ fą
dĀrihim jĀthimąn – They became within their home corpses fallen
prone, Q7:78, Q29:37) where we have the singular noun (dĀrihim –
their home). However, in its counterpart Q11:67, 94 r q p﴿
﴾s (fa’aĆbaĄĈ fą diyĀrihim jĀthimąn - They became within their
homes corpses fallen prone.), we encounter a plural noun (diyĀrihim –
their homes)
(5) change from the definite to the indefinite, as in: Æ Å Ä﴿
﴾Ç (yaqtulĈna al-nabiyąna bighairi al-Ąaqqi – They kill the Prophets
without right, Q2:61) where we have a definite noun (al-Ąaqqi – right)
but in its counterpart Q3:21 ﴾® ¬ « ª﴿ (yaqtulĈna alnabiyąna bighairi Ąaqqin – They kill the Prophets without right), we
have an indefinite noun (Ąaqqin - right).
(6) change from the masculine to the feminine noun, as in È Ç﴿
﴾Í Ì Ë Ê É (dhĈqĈ cadhĀba al-nĀri alladhą kuntum bihą
tukadhdhibĈn – Taste the punishment of the fire which you used to
deny, Q32:20) where we have a masculine relative pronoun (alladhą –
which). However, in its counterpart Q34:42 l k j i h g﴿
﴾m (dhĈqĈ cadhĀba al-nĀri allatą kuntum bihĀ tukadhdhibĈn –
Taste the punishment of the fire which you used to deny), we get a
feminine relative pronoun (allatą– which).
(7) change from one pronoun form to another, as in h g f e d﴿
﴾j i (la’in anjĀnĀ min hĀdhihą lanakĈnanna min al-shĀkirąn – If

He should save us from this, we will surely be among the thankful,
Q6:63) where we have the third person singular pronoun (huwa – he)
which is implicit in the verb (anjĀnĀ – He saves us) as opposed to the
second person singular pronoun (anta – you (singular)) which is
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implicit in the verb (anjaitanĀ – you (singular) save us) in Q10:22 ~﴿
﴾d c b a ` _ (la’in anjaitanĀ min hĀdhihą lanakĈnanna
min al-shĀkirąn – If You should save us from this, we will surely be
among the thankful.)
(8) assimilation of a sound versus non-assimilation, as in i h﴿
﴾l k j (waman yartadid minkum can dąnihi – whoever of you
reverts from his religion, Q2:217) and ﴾s r q p o﴿ (waman
yartadda minkum can dąnihi - whoever of you should revert from his
religion, Q5:54) where we have the letter /d/ repeated in Q2:217 but
we have assimilation of the /d/ in Q5:54.
(9) a section of an Āyah that is repeated elsewhere in a different style
but with an identical meaning, as in ﴾± ° ¯ ® ¬ « ª﴿ (man
dha alladhą yashfacu cindahĈ illĀ bi’idhnih – Who is it that can
intercede with Him except by His permission, Q2:255), z y x w v﴿
﴾| { (ma min shafącin illĀ min bacdi idhnih – There is no
intercessor except after His permission, Q10:3), and D C B A﴿
﴾H G F E (walĀ tanfacu al-shafĀcatu cindahĈ illĀ liman adhina lahu
– Intercession does not benefit with Him except for one whom He
permits, Q34:23). The same applies to the sections of Q2:173,
Q6:145, and Q16:16 ﴾v u .. n m l k j i﴿ (faman aăćurra
ghaira bĀghin walĀ cĀdin . . . ghafĈrun raĄąm – But whoever is forced,
neither desiring nor transgressing, . . . Forgiving and Merciful).
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